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Abstract 

Agriculture is the main occupation in BTAD of Assam and it contributes a major part of 
the economy. Factors like the inadequate supply of agricultural credit, limited supply of 
irrigational facilities, fertilizers, and slow farm mechanization are mainly responsible for the 
poor performance and development of agriculture in the district. Since the inception of five-year 
planning, various programmes have been undertaken to increase the production in the state but 
until now the yield per hectare in the state is low. Even though some farmers in BTAD of 
Assamstill practice farming with primitive methods and without using any modern 
technology.Rice is the main crop in the study area which covers about 322780hect. of the total 
cropped area. But, the productivity of almost all major crops in BTAD is low. Butit is the 
responsibility of our government to take a strong decision to solve the all the ongoing problem of 
poor agriculture development in BTAD and different programmes should be undertaken to 
stimulate and motivate the farmers to produce more agricultural production in different villages 
or areas of the study area. And the required agricultural inputs in the field of agriculture should 
be provided by the government. Furthermore, farmers should be motivated through proper 
education and training to adopt new technology for increasing agricultural production. 
 

Keywords: Agriculture, agricultural factors, rice, agricultural production, and Five Year 
Planning. 

Introduction 

India is an Agrarian country and the socio-economic development of its different states 
depends on Agriculture. In India, most of the states have changed their primitive method of 
agriculture to modern technologies. The economy of the state which is located in the 
northeastern part of the country is entirely based on agriculture and contributes more than one-
forth (26.19 %) to the State’s Net Domestic Product (NSDP) and supports about 70 percent of its 
population. The net cropped area of the state is 27.53 lakh hectares against a gross cropped area 
of 39.57 lakh hectares. But the average operational holding is very small i.e.1.14 hectares only. 
Due to favorable climatic conditions and the fertile soils of the Brahmaputra and Barak river 
valleys, different types of crops are extensively cultivated in the State. This favorable climatic 
conditions and good fertile soils support the growth of different crops in different seasons. 
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Agriculture is the main occupation in BTAD of Assam and it contributes a major part of 
the economy. Approximately 80% of the population depends on agriculture and its allied 
activities for their livelihood. Still, some farmers cultivate with primitive methods and without 
using any modern technology. But, agricultural production can be increased through the 
judicious use of land, labor, and farmers’ involvement with improved varieties of seeds, 
fertilizers, irrigation, and technological transformation. The agriculture of the study area suffers 
from various constraints like structural, technological, organizational, and socio-economic 
constraints. The main factors of the poor performance of the agricultural sector in BTAD are 
inadequate agricultural credit, limited supply of irrigation facilities and fertilizers, inadequate 
extension services. Rice is the main crop that covers about 322780 hectares of the Gross cropped 
area. Since the introduction of Five Year Planning, various programmers have been implemented 
to increase the agricultural production in the state, but till now the yield per hectare in the state 
and BTAD is at a low level.  
 

Database and methodology 
The data for the study area is based on secondary data which is collected from the field 

from various sources including published documents, websites, District Statistical handbooks, 
journals, textbooks, articles, etc. Then, the study area (Area of Interest) extracted from 
Georeferenced images of the Assam map using Arc-GIS 10.2.1. All the data thus obtained are 
analyzed, tabulated, and represented using Microsoft Excel. 
 

Objectives 

1. To study the present Scenario of agriculture in the study area. 
2. To analyze the various problems of agriculture development. 

Study area 

BTAD of Assam is located in the North Western part of Assam and lies in between 260 
7'12'' N to 260 47' 50'' N Latitude and 890 47' 40'' E to 920 18' 30'' E Longitude (Fig 1). BTAD is 
the gateway to the North Eastern Region of India and is an autonomous Administrative unit 
constituted under the Sixth Schedule of the Constitution of India covering an area of 8795 Sq. 
Km (Provisional). 

Production and Productivity of Major Crops 

Agriculture is the main occupation of in BTAD and contributes a major part in the district 
economy. Rice is the most dominant crop grown in BTAD like many other parts of the state. 
Besides rice, the other major crops grown are maize, potato, wheat, coconut, castor, tea, jute, 
banana, cotton mustard, ginger, pulses vegetables etc. The various major crops grown in the 
block with the area used and production is shown in (Table. 1). It has been found that out of the 
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534054 hect agricultural land, about 322780 hect. is used for rice only followed by total oil seeds 
(60480 hect), vegetables (58570 hect.), plantation crops (29565 hect.), pulses (26985 hect.), 
condimnets and spices (15741 hect.), fibres (11803 hect.) and cereals (8130 hect.). But, the 
productivity of almost all major crops in BTAD is low. There are three varieties of rice crop- 
autumn rice, winter rice and summer rice. The total area under rice cultivation is 322780 ha. and 
its total average of production is 1220817.94MT. Similarly the production of total food grains 
are also low and its production in an area of 522096 hect. land is about 4225265.5 MT.  

 

Fig 1: Location map of BTAD of Assam 

Table1: Crop wise index number of area, production, and productivity in BTAD, 2016-17 

Sl. No. Name of crops Area  
(inHect.) 

Production 
(in MT) 

Productivity 
(in Kg) 

1 Autumn Rice 52200 163020.6 3123 

2 Winter Rice 250610 974622.29 3889 

3 Summer Rice 19970 83175.05 4165 

Total Rice 322780 1220817.94 11177 

4 Maize 4130 30975.00 7500 

5 Wheat 3250 5850.00 1800 

6 Other Cereals and 
Small Millets 

750 1710.00 2280 

Total Cereals 8130 38535.00 11580 

7 Gram 1680 5183.00 3145 

8 Tur (Arahar) 1875 1856.25 990 
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9 Rabi Pulses 23430 18509.7 796 

Total Pulses 26985 25648.95 4931 

10 Linseed 1200 2928.00 2440 

11 Castor 80 275.2 3440 

12 Seasamum 2090 1358.5 650 

13 Rape and Mustard 53900 56595.00 1050 

14 Coconut 3210 20062.5 6250 

Total Oil Seeds 60480 81219.2 13830 

15 Jute 10180 21123.50 2075 

16 Cotton 25 96.9 2845 

17 Mesta 1598 2476.9 1550 

Total Fibres 11803 23697.3 6470 

18 Chilies 3560 17682.52 4967 

19 Turmeric 2550 37038.75 14525 

20 Ginger 2525 9898.00 3920 

21 Black Pebber 750 3243.75 4325 

22 Onion 1085 11701.725 10785 

23 Coriander 3001 10191.396 3396 

24 Gargic 1750 9548.00 5456 

25 Other Spices 520 2842.84 5467 

Total Condimnet and Spices 15741 102146.981 52841 

26 Tea 1700 36422.5 21425 

27 Arecanut 14210 178449.18 12558 

28 Sugarcane 1780 80108.9 45005 

29 Tobacco 75 33.9 452 

30 Banana 11800 191219.00 16205 

Total plantation crops 29565 486233.48 95645 

31 K. vegetables 15400 119180.6 7739 

32 R. vegetables 19845 292713.75 14750 

33 Potato 23325 419850.00 18000 

Total vegetables 58570 831744.35 40489 

Total Food grains 522096 4225265.5 8092.89 

Total non-food grains 11985 24837.71 10165.29 
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All commodities 534081 4250103.21  
Source: Director of Agriculture, BTC, Kokrajhar. 

Irrigation facilities 

The regular supply of water is very important in the field of agriculture. Weather plays an 
important role in agricultural production. The rainfall has a profound influence on the growth, 
development, and yields of various crops. It also affects soil nutrients and fertilizer requirements.  
In the study area, the summer rainwater flows along the natural canal and canals are the main 
source of irrigation for the agricultural fields. Some farmers of BTAD depends on seasonal 
rainfall because the irrigation Department is not able to provide sufficient water for agriculture 
purpose. For this reason, the production of agriculture is not high. In BTAD some Government 
agriculture schemes have been implemented to increase agriculture products. The irrigation 
scheme is categorized in minor, medium, and major irrigation. Only 157741 hect. of agricultural 
land is covered by all these Irrigation schemes. In BTAD only the Udalguri District is provided 
sufficient water resources by this scheme where 94430 hect. theland is under minor, medium, 
and major irrigation. In comparison to all districts of BTAD, the irrigation facility of the Baksa 
District is not sufficient where only minor irrigation is there. The total irrigated area of 
Kokrajhar, Chirang, and Baksa Districts are 29514 ha, 15246 ha and 18551 ha.  

 
Table2: Sector-wise irrigation potential created in BTAD, 2016-17(Cumulative) 

Sl. 
No. 

District Through Govt. Schemes Through 
ASMIDC(STW/LIPS) 

Grand 
Total  

(inHect.) 
Minor 

Irrigation  
(Area in 
Hect.) 

Major/ 
Medium 

Irrigation  
(Area in Hect.) 

Total 

1 Kokrajhar 22494 7020 29514 0 29514 

2 Chirang 15246 0 15246 0 15246 

3 Baksa 14016 4535 18551 0 18551 

4 Udalguri 41172 53258 94430 0 94430 

Total 92928 64813 157741 0 157741 

Source: Council Head of the Department, Irrigation, BTC. 
 

Table3: Gross area irrigated under govt. irrigation facilities in BTAD 

Year District Irrigation facilities 
Canals  

(Area in Hect) 
Tanks  

(Area in Hect) 
Tube Wells 

(Area in Hect) 
 

Total (Area       
in Hect) 
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2015-16 Kokrajhar 28016 0 160 28176 

Chirang 15286 0 0 15286 

Baksa 23156 0 0 23156 

Udalguri 62896 0 76 62972 

Total  129354 0 236 129590 

Source: Council Head of the Department, Irrigation, BTC. 
 

Table 4: District wise net area irrigated in BTAD 

Sl. No. District 2015-16 2016-17 

1 Kokrajhar 19700 24287 

2 Chirang 11662 15019 

3 Baksa 5170 18551 

4 Udalguri 57573 52072 

Total 94105 109929 
Source: Council Head of the Department, Irrigation, BTC. 

 

The Gross Area Irrigated of the study area is 129590 ha as against the Net area Irrigated 
of 109929 Ha.  There is only 236 Ha is under tube wells facilities of BTAD. But the irrigation 
facilities of BTAD vary in different districts. The tank irrigation facilities are absent there. 

 
Use of Fertilizer 

The use of fertilizer is very important in agricultural cultivation which increases 
agricultural production. The use of fertilizer of BTAD districts is very low due to which the 
production of agriculture is very low. But still, some farmers cultivate with primitive methods 
and without using the scientific fertilizers. The consumption of fertilizer of BTC has been 
increased from 1617.40 MT in 2015-16 to 17390.04 MT in 2016-17. In the study area, the use of 
Phosphorus is higher than Nitrogen and Murate of Potash which was 7371.70 MT in 2015-16 
and 7822.90 MT in 2016-17. But the consumption of fertilizer varies from season to season. In 
the Kharif season, the farmers of BTC consume more fertilizer than Rabi season. The total 
consumption of fertilizer in the Kharif season is 9609.65 MT in 2016-17 and Rabi season is 
7780.39 MT. There are several reasons for the low level of fertilizer consumption in agriculture 
in the Districts of BTC and in the district i.e absence of proper agencies to supply fertilizer at the 
required time to the farms, deplorable condition of roads in rural areas, and inadequate storage 
facilities further aggravate the position in the Study area. Credit is not adequately available in 
rural areas; as such the poor farmers are not able to acquire costly fertilizer from the market. 
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Table.5: Season wise Fertilizer consumption in BTAD, 2015-16, 2016-17 

Seaso
n 

2015-16 2016-17 
Nitroge

n in 
MT 
(N) 

Phosphor
us in MT 

(P) 

Murat
e of 

Potash 
in MT 

(K) 

Total 
(N+P+

K) 

Nitroge
n 

In MT 
(N) 

Phosphor
us 

In MT 
(P) 

Murat
e of 

Potash 
in MT 

(K) 

Total 
(N+P+

K) 

Kharif 
Seaso

n 

3304.70 3983.90 1711.7
0 

9000.30 3401.85 4235.70 1972.1
0 

9609.65 

Rabi 
Seaso

n 

2234.10 3387.80 1552.2
0 

7174.10 2366.59 3587.20 1826.6
0 

7780.39 

Grand 
Total 

5538.80 7371.70 3263.9
0 

16174.4
0 

5768.44 7822.90 3798.7
0 

17390.0
4 

Source: Director of Agriculture, BTC, Kokrajhar 
 

Use of HYV seeds 
One of the most important inputs used to increase the agricultural production is high 

yielding varieties (HYV) of seeds which are highly responsive to fertilizer and they have a short 
maturity period, thereby they can increase the yield rate of crops. Agriculture Department 
distributed certified HYV rice seed Swarna Sub-1 variety under National Food Security Mission 
(NFSM) Rice, 2015-16 among farmers at a function held at Agriculture training hall in 
Kokrajhar. Former Assam minister and local MLA of Kokrajhar east, Secretary distributed the 
seeds among farmers of the district. The agriculture department distributed 1177 quintals of 
Swarna Sub-1 variety rice seeds among farmers to facilitate crops which will cover up around 8 
thousand farmers in the district. The department also decided to distribute 120 quintal variety of 
Swarna Sub-1 under three demonstrations and 20 quintals of hybrid variety of DRRH-2 covering 
100 hectares cluster demonstration in the district. The minister has encouraged the farmers to be 
decided to more increase the production of more crops and sufficient rice.  
 
The total area of 313748.06 ha is under HYV seeds in BTAD. Among the four districts of BTAD 
Baksa district use more HYV seeds which is around 96050.06 ha. But Chirang District uses less 
HYV seeds where only 32227 ha is under HYV seeds.  
 

Table6: District-wise area under High Yielding Variety of rice in BTAD, 2016-17 

District Autumn Rice 
(Area in 
Hectare) 

Winter Rice 
(Area in 
Hectare) 

Summer Rice 
(Area in 
Hectare) 

Total (Area in 
Hectare) 
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Kpkrajhar 162505 55118 19263 90586 
Chirang 2160 29212 855 32227 
Baksa 3730.4 87956 4363.92 96050.06 

Udalguri 16660 70445 7780 94885 

Total 38755.14 242731 32261.92 313748.06 
Source: Director of Agriculture, BTC, Kokrajhar 

Farm Mechanization 

Farm mechanization is one of the most important agricultural inputs but the growth of 
farm mechanization in BTAD is very slow. Due to the slow farm mechanization, the farmers 
have become constrain for double and multiple cropping. Farm mechanization can help in 
various aspects like the reclamation of barren lands, reduction of costs, increased use of fertilizer 
and pesticides, etc. Which ultimately increases the productivity of the land. The Department of 
agriculture, Bodoland Territorial (BTC) distributed tractors to the farmers to increase the 
production of agriculture at a ceremonial function held at Supervisory Training Agriculture 
Campus in Kokrajhar. Bodoland Territorial Council (BTC) executive member in-charge of 
Agriculture department AnsumwiKhungurBoro and BTC executive member in-charge of Urban 
Development Sports & Youth Welfare DoneswarGoyary attended the function and handed over a 
total of 16 tractors and accessories to the beneficiaries. Furthermore, the BTC executive member 
in-charge of the Agriculture Department said a total 66 beneficiaries in the four BTAD districts 
of Kokrajhar, Chirang, Baksa, and Udalguri will be given the tractors and accessories at a 50% 
subsidy under States Own Priority Development Programme(SOPD) which is aimed at 
enhancing agricultural production in the BTAD. Agriculture Director cum Council head of 
department MM Swargiary, BTC Joint Secretary Arun Kumar Basumatary were also present on 
the occasion. 

Agricultural credit 

Credit is a key factor in agricultural development. Since the late 1960’s it was felt that 
our country should follow a new strategy of agricultural development to stimulate agricultural 
productivity. Such a strategy would involve increasing the use of sophisticated and more 
efficient inputs. These inputs are very expensive and require financial resources, which are 
considerable compared to the yearly income of an average farmer. So the farmers require timely 
and adequate financial help from the government or any other sources. Hence, credit is regarded 
as the most important input for modern agriculture. In BTAD of Assam, the bulk of agricultural 
Credit is supplied through the GaonPanchayat Level Co-operative Societies (GPCS), State Co-
operative Banks, Land Development Banks, Commercial Banks, Regional Rural Banks, 
Agricultural Refinance and Development Corporation (ARDC), and National Bank for 
Agricultural and Rural Development (NABARD). In BTAD and Assam, credit flow to 
agriculture and allied activities under the annual credit plan was Rs.100.81 crores in 2003-04 
which increased to Rs.2002.47 crores in 2011-12. The CAGR grew at the rate of 33.69 percent 
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during 2007-12 and the percentage of growth in 2011-12 was 128.39 percent over 2010-11. In 
the study area and its state, credit flow as crop loans also increased from Rs.43.82 crore in 2003-
04 to Rs.1,082.03crores in 2011-12. The CAGR grew at the rate of 68.59 percent during 2007-12 
and the percentage of growth in 2011-12 was 189.60 percent over 2010-11. The share of crop 
loan to total agricultural advance had increased from 43 percent in 2003-04 to 54 percent in 
2011-12. Further, per capita crop loan was recorded to be Rs.16.44 in 2003-04 which increased 
to Rs.346.00 in 2011-12. The corresponding figure per family was found at Rs.161.00 and 
Rs.3935.00, respectively. The number of operative KCC  issued by the Cooperative and 
Regional Rural bank as of 31st August was 4.07 crores and the number of cumulative KCC 
issued by Commercial bank as of 1st March 2012 was 5.47 crores in the country. In Assam, 
94,377 numbers of KCC were issued in 2003-04 which increased to 3,71,474 in 2011-12. The 
amount of sanctioned loan was  Rs. 9728.64 lakhs in 200304 which was increased to the tune of 
Rs. 1,30,329.35 lakhs against the number of cards issued in the respective years. The scheme 
covered around 35.20 percent of the total farm families (As per the Agricultural census of 2005-
06, total farm families stood at 27.50 lakhs in the state) of the state. 

Conclusion 

Agriculture is the main occupation in BTAD of Assam and it contributes a major part of 
the economy. Rice is the main crop in the study area which covers about 322780 hect. of the total 
cropped area. The main factors of the poor performance of the agricultural sector in BTAD are 
inadequate agricultural credit, limited supply of irrigation facilities and fertilizers, inadequate 
extension services.Some farmers of BTAD depends on seasonal rainfall because the irrigation 
Department is not able to provide sufficient water for agriculture purpose. The use of fertilizer of 
BTAD districts is also very low due to which the production of agriculture is very low. But still, 
some farmers cultivate with primitive methods and without using the scientific fertilizers. While 
among the four districts of BTAD Baksa district use more HYV seeds which is around 96050.06 
ha. But Chirang District uses less HYV seeds where only 32227 ha is under HYV seeds.Farm 
mechanization is one of the most important agricultural inputs but the growth of farm 
mechanization in BTAD is very slow. Due to the slow farm mechanization, the farmers have 
become constrain for double and multiple cropping.It is the responsibility of our government to 
take a strong decision to solve the all the ongoing problem of poor agriculture development in 
BTAD and different programs should be implemented to stimulate and motivate the farmers to 
produce more agricultural production in different villages or areas of the study area. And the 
required agricultural inputs in the field of agriculture should be provided by the government. 
Furthermore, farmers should be motivated through proper education and training to adopt new 
technology for increasing agricultural production. 
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